The Modern Drunkard Is Back

The boisterous, not-off-puttingly-slurred voice of the recreational drinker is back and better than ever. Full-color and frothing with intelligent irreverence, MDM is the world’s only magazine dedicated entirely to the art of recreational drinking. Each and every issue is jam-packed with instructional guides, historical articles, travelogues, fiction, columns, cartoons, interviews, poetry, wino wisdom and other unrelenting, chest-thumping affirmations of sweet mother booze.

“A very funny magazine . . . as refreshing as the first gin and tonic of spring.” --Washington Post

“Chockablock with useful facts and solid information about getting soused.” --New York Post

“Modern Drunkard is that rare bird, a humor magazine that’s actually funny.” --Penthouse

“The funniest, best-written, most politically incorrect magazine.” --Denver Post

Order Modern Drunkard Magazine today!
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